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Abstract It may be now too late, I fear, to write a review of this book, published in 1943. But, in this book,

MacIver put forward not only the principle and the policy for the peace treaty that was to come, but
also some concrete proposals for the establishment of an international order or World
Confederation. So, I think, it still maintains its own fundamental value. Furthermore, I must state a
positive reason for writing a review of this book today. Owing to the journalism which the
expression of "the Two Worlds" very often, it seems to me that many people have too fictitious a
conception of the very structure of the world itself. Is there not a tendency of disguising the
substance of the world itself with the apparent phenomena of politics? Of course, in the aspect of
politics, the world can be said to be divided nowadays into the two opposing parts. But, it seems
that the very structure of the world itself consists of not the two but of several parts. On this point,
MacIver shows his clear view in this book, especially in Chap. X. So I introduce the main parts of
the contents of this book, and estimate it highly, especially because of its fundamental character of
grasping the world as it is, guarding itself against running to polarization. The most unique point of
his plan for the establishment of an international order, I understand, is to put "The International
Executive" under the influence of territorial communities. That is very good for the democratic
structure. Granting the positive contribution of MacIver's study, I may note one questions on this
point; that is, how can it be possible to bring the nature of territorial communities into harmony with
that of the international executive association in the same member of the "Executive"? However, it
is perhaps expecting too much of a short treatise to attempt to tackle this problem.
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